1. Introduction and statements of theorems. Given two closed smooth manifolds, how do you tell if they are diffeomorphic? If you start out with a homotopy equivalence, Browder-Novikoff Theory breaks the problem up into: (1) finding all self-equivalences, (2) finding a normal bordism, and (3) the surgery obstruction on the normal bordism. In applications, however, one may encounter manifolds suspected of being diffeomorphic, where no obvious homotopy equivalence is present. 
. f*(ζ)= v(Ki)
Suppose that /, and f 2 are normally bordant, / is n -connected, and that B n (K Q ) = B n (K x is nconnected. It follows that //*(L, JKΓ 0 ) = 0 for * ^ n, n + 1. Our plan is to perform some normal n -surgery on interior (L) to produce V with H n (L',K 0 We need an algebraic fact about such diagrams.
. Suppose fl! α ; are already chosen so that τr 6 (αi)® 1, , π e (α ; )(g)l are independent. Let the spans of these vectors be sρan ;;o and span A1 . If these spans are proper subspaces of CQ § § Z F and C λ (g) z f, then (span^) are proper subspaces of A § § Z F. Let α /+ i be any element of A such that α, +1 (g)l E (A ® Z F-(U e=0 ,i π ^span^)))^ 0.
In order to compute the effect on H n (L, K o ) of normal n -surgeries along L, we use a diagram adapted from Lemma IV.3.2 [1] . (At this point it may be helpful for the reader to review the proof that the odd dimensional simply connected surgery obstruction vanishes, see Ch. IV, §3 of [1] . This argument is originally due to J. Milnor and M. Kervaire, see [3] 
where the last map is evaluation of the Thom class U G H'
where denotes algebraic intersection.
(2) Suppose (x {) ) has finite order s, then for some t E Z sd f (λ') + td(λ) = 0. Order (y) = oo iff t = 0. Order y = t iff t^O. Proof. These facts correspond to Lemmas 3.2, 3.5, 3.8 and 3.11 respectively in Chapter IV of [1] . Proof. Assume L satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 4. In Lemma 1 set F = Z p and a x = x. Now consider diagram (*) with Z p coefficient.
and (TΓI(JC)) P = (jCi)p G H n (L, Kχ\Z p ) are nonzero, d is the zero map so by (1) of Lemma 3:
Using the U.C.T. and H n+ι (L«\K 0 ;Z) = 0 we have:
Lemma 4' now follows by induction on the above rank.
The argument is now restricted ton = odd. The prime 2 will play a special role.
LEMMA 5. If n is odd and L is as above, and if a prime p/order (H n (L, K o )) there is a normal bordism rel dLtoL' (consisting of either one or two normal n-surgeries) with:
(1) //*(!/, Ko) = 0, *^n-l, (2) H n (L', K o ) odd torsion, and either:
Froo/. In Lemma 1 set F = Z p and #i = x. As in the proof of Lemma 4', any normal surgery based on x results in an V with Rank Zp (ff n (L', K O )®Z P ) < Rank Zp (H n (L, X 0 )(g)Z p ). By (4) In each case diagram (*) with Z 2 coefficients shows Rank Z2 (//"(!/, X 0 )®Z 2 ) = 0 or 1. In Case Λ we are finished if the above rank is zero; assume it is one. If ί(L^) = ± s, order H n (L\ K o 
so (2) and (3) above are satisfied and we are finished. So add the assumption: (H n (L,K 0 ) )). Let L" be the result of a normal surgery along x'. Again looking at Rank Z2 tells us ί(L' r ')^0,2. Therefore we can choose r so that t(L") = ±1. It follows from diagram (*) that
so L' r ' also satisfies (4) above. This completes Case B.
is finite so after a finite number of applications of Lemma 5, it is no longer possible to reduce the Z p -rank without increasing order (H n (L, K o ) ). So we can find a normal cobordism rel d of L to L' with (1), (2) and (3') satisfied. By inducting on order (H n (L,K 0 )), we have a normal bordism rel boundary to V with H*(L\K 0 ) = 0, all values of *. Theorem 1 now follows from the h -cobordism theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2. If n is even, surgery on a torsion class of H n (L,K 0 ) will always increase the rank z (fί n (L, K o )) (see Lemma IV.3.8 of [1] ). Remark 3 shows that it may be impossible to do surgery to lower Rank z (H n (L, K o )) without increasing order (torsion H n (L,K 0 ) ). This prevents the usual inductive argument on order torsion H n {L, K o % and is the reason that Theorem 2 requires an additional assumption.
Let Let {L'\K Q ,K λ ) be a normal bordism satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 7. By virtue of Lemma 8, we may do surgery to eliminate H n (L\K 0 ) .
The argument for this coincides with "the proof of Theorem IV.2.1 for m = 2q + 1, q even", page 104, [1] . As before, L' becomes an /ι-cobordism completing the proof of Theorem 2. REMARK 4. If n = 2, this argument may be used to give another proof of: homotopy equivalence Φ /ι-cobordism for simply connected 4-manifolds, see Wall, [4] .
The Proof of Theorem 3. We may again assume H*(L,K 0 ) = 0, * / n, n + 1. L may be described as K Q x / U rc, n + 1-handles. Let Df be the cores of the n-handles. Disks Dj->K o x I may be chosen so that / # [D ;
+ UD y "] = 0E π n (M) as /#: 7r π -i(K 0 )-* ππ-i(Λf) is an isomorphism and />: TΓ Π (1CO)-» τr n (M) is surjective. Let H be the level set of L after the n-handles have been attached. The preceding statement implies that H is obtained from K Q by a sequence of surgeries on (n -l)-spheres, dDj, trivialized by some null-homotopy (Dj) in K ϋ x L By general position {3D7} is isotopically trivial (we check (n -1) + \<\(2n + 1)). 
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